Challenging the Question/Answers
Important instructions for challenging
1. Only the candidates who have written the examination can submit the challenge
2. Challenge fee for a single question is Rs. 200
3. A candidate can challenge for more than one questions, accordingly the challenge fee
changes.
4. One candidate can submit the challenge request only once.
Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Login to the portal, and select the Challenge button
Select the post – Scientist B or Scientific/Technical Assistant A
Select the Series of your Question booklet – A, B, C or D
Enter your booklet number
Select a Question number – from 1 to 120. On selection, you can see the correct answer next
to it.
6. Choose the Challenge type – Wrong Answer, No answer, multiple answers, Wrong Question
or Others. According to your selection, you can choose further options.
7. Enter the Challenge message (maximum 250 characters )
8. Upload a Valid Document to prove/support your Challenge – PDF/JPEG file, with
maximum 5MB size.
9. Click on Add – Your challenge will be added to the list.
10. If you want to add additional challenges, you can continue from step 2.
11. If you want to delete a challenge, click on the link provided in the rightmost column of the
challenge list generated.
12. Once you have completed the challenges, proceed with payment. It will take you to the
Payment Gateway’s page.
13. Once the payment has done, you will be getting a message, with details of payment you
have done. Also save the receipt as proof of your challenge submission.
14. In case you have not received the receipt due to connection failure during payment
transaction, it is your duty to ensure that the transaction is complete. You can ensure it by
sending a mail to recruit@nielit.gov.in, with subject “CHALLENGE SUBMISSION
PAYMENT”. In case if we receive the payment, the same will be acknowledged by return
mail.
Returning / Forefeiting the amount
Once the challenge is proven, the amount you paid will be returned. In all other cases, the amount
paid will be forefeited.
Note: You can clear browser-cookies, or start the entire process from a new browser-window, in
order to avoid transaction failure during payment,

